
Chapter 5:

Signals & Noise



- The analytical measurement

is made up of two components (S & N)

- The noise (N)

Extraneous information that is unwanted

- The signal (S)

Carries information about analyte

Noise degrades accuracy and precision (also LOD)
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Very tiny current
<Real data> <Noise-free data>
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N)

In most measurements, 

- The average strength of the noise is constant and independent of the magnitude of           

the signal. 

- The effect of noise on the relative error of a measurement becomes greater as the 

quantity being measured decreased in magnitude.

S/N =

mean

standard deviation s

_
X

= 

Rule of thumb :

If  S/N is 10 or greater   =       direct recording

less than 10    =       need noise filtering

less than 2 or 3    =      impossible to detect  



S/N = 4.3

S/N = 43

(better precision)
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Sources of Noise in Instrumental Analysis

1) Chemical Noise : Chemical noise arises from a host of 

uncontrollable variables that affect the chemistry of the system

- variation in temperature, pressure, or humidity

- changes in vibration, or  light intensity

2) Instrumental Noise : 

- Endogenous (within system): recorder, spectrometer, source                             

amplifier, signal processing etc 

<Johnson noise, Shot noise and Flicker noise> 

- Exogenous (outside system): environmental noise

< Antenna effect>



(a) Thermal Noise (Johnson or Nyquist noise)

- This arises because the electrons or charge carriers which 

carry an electronic current  always have a thermal motion.

- This random motion increases (as temperature increase)  

 very small fluctuating voltages to appear across any 

resistance in the electrical circuit 

- This noise may be called  “white noise”

- It is important to note that thermal noise is present even in 

the absence of current in a resistive element and disappear 

only at absolute zero

- Lowering thermal noise  cooling (PMT, photodiode)

It contains component at all 

frequency values
Constant across the spectrum



(b) Shot Noise

- This noise is encountered wherever electrons or other 

charged particle cross a junction. (pn interface or photocells: 

evacuated space between the anode and cathode)

- Such event is not entirely smooth and continuous

: random and quantized  noise 
________

i  =   2 I e Δf

For root-mean-square current fluctuation in a frequency, Δf
I : magnitude of the total current 

e : charge of electron

Δf : bandwidth of the signal processing circuit

- Shot noise is a significant source of noise in

spectrophotometers at low light levels



Flicker Noise (1/f noise)

- The cause of flicker noise are not well understood.

- Flicker noise becomes significant at frequencies lower 

than about 100 Hz (sometimes 300 Hz)  

V  ∝ 1/ f

- This causes drift (especially DC).

- Flicker noise can be reduced significantly by using wire-

wound or metallic film resistors rather than the more 

carbon composition

- Frequency dependent  



Flicker Noise (1/f noise)



(d) Environmental Noise (Interference Noise)

* Environmental noise is composite of noises arising from the 

surroundings

- Mechanical vibration

- Light from room

* Each conductor in an instrument is potentially an antenna 

capable of picking up electromagnetic radiation and 

converting it to an electrical signal



S/N Enhancement

Both hardware and software methods are available for improving 

S/N ratio of a method.

1) Hardware noise reduction:

is accomplished by incorporating into the instrument design 

components such as filters, choppers, shields, modulators, and 

synchronous detectors.

2) Software noise reduction:

- are based upon various computer algorithms that permit 

extraction of signals from noisy data.

- data should be converted to digital forms from analog forms



- Environmental noise generated by electromagnetic radiation can 

be reduced by grounding and shielding

(also by minimizing the lengths of conductors within the 

instrumental system)

- The optimum configuration is often found only after trial and 

error: more art than science

- Shielding becomes particularly important when the output of a 

high-resistance transducer, such as the glass electrode, is being 

amplified

Hardware Methods: Grounding and Shielding



Faraday cage is grounded to dissipate any electric currents 

generated from the external electromagnetic fields and thus block 

a large amount of the electromagnetic interference 

Faraday Cage (Shield)



Hardware Methods: Analog Filtering 

- High pass filter - effect of drift and other flicker noise

(can be used when the analytical signal is at high frequency)

- Low pass filter - high frequency components including

thermal and shot noise (white noise)

- Narrow band filter - attenuate noise outside an expected 

band of signal frequency

-Environmental noise can be eliminated by proper frequency 

selection



Hardware Methods: Analog Filtering 

Refer to Chapter 2.

Use of low-pass filter



High pass filter (with RC circuit) 



High pass filter (with RC circuit) 



High pass filter (with RC circuit) 



1 MΩ

1 nF

τ = RC (time constant,180 μsec)

f = 1/2πτ (turnover frequency)

High pass filter (with RC circuit) 



Signal Attenuation (1)

10 Hz 100 Hz

1 kHz 10 kHz



Low pass filter (with RC circuit) 



Low pass filter (with RC circuit) 



Low pass filter (with RC circuit) 



1 MΩ

1 nF

τ = RC (time constant,180 μsec)

f = 1/2πτ (turnover frequency)

Low pass filter (with RC circuit) 



Signal Attenuation (2)

10 Hz 100 Hz

1 kHz 10 kHz



Hardware Methods: Lock-in Amplifiers

- A lock-in-amplifier is generally relatively free of noise, because 

only those signals that are “lock-in” to the reference signal are 

amplified. All other frequencies are rejected by the system 

- Lock-in amplifiers permit the recovery of signals even when the 

S/N is unity or less

- A reference signal that has the same f and phase as signal.

Lock-In

Amplifier

Amplified

output

Signal

to be measured

Reference signal

(same f and phase)



Hardware Methods: Lock-in Amplifiers

Fig. 5-8: Locl-in amplifier in AAS



Hardware Methods: Lock-in Amplifiers

Absorption of radiation 

Periodic heating of sample

 pressure fluctuation

 acoustic wave

Transducer: microphone









Software Methods: Ensemble Averaging

- The results of n repeated sets of measurements of

the same phenomena are added and the resultant  

sum is divided by n to obtain an averaging scan

- The data will sum coherently, while the random 

noise should average zero

- S/N improve as square-root of n (number of data 

collected to determine the ensemble averaging)

This process is some times called co-addition



Software Methods: Ensemble Averaging









Software Methods: Boxcar Averaging

- The results of n repeated sets of measurements of

the same phenomena are added and the resultant  

sum is divided by n to obtain an averaging scan

- The data will sum coherently, while the random 

noise should average zero

- S/N improve as square-root of n (number of data 

collected to determine the ensemble averaging)

This process is some times called co-addition



- A group of closely spaced digital data points depicted a 

slowly changing analog signal are replaced by a single point 

representing the average of group 

- In practice, 2 to 50 points are average to generate a final 

point

- S/N improve as square-root of n (# of point average in each 

box-car)

- This is a digital procedure for smoothing irregularities

and enhancing the S/N in a wave form

Software Methods: Boxcar Averaging



Software Methods: Boxcar Averaging



Software Methods: Boxcar Averaging



Software Methods: Boxcar Averaging










